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we summarize the general features of the solar
wind interaction with Jupiter.
In this paper we
summarize the plasma electron data obtained in
the vicinity of Jupiter during the inbound portion of the flyby.
The thermal plasma is particularly
important
in the outer Jovian magnetospherewhere it is
evidently responsible for the large scale
inflation of Jupiter's outer magnetic field as
indicated by the large deviation from a dipolelike character as observed by Smith et a l.
(1974a). Based on these electron measurements

Abstract.
Initial
results are presented from
the electron measurements made by the Ames
Research Center Plasma Analyzer during the inbound passage of Pioneer 10 in the vicinity of
Jupiter.
The observations indicate that as in

the case of the earth's magnetosheath, there
is an increase in electron temperature across
the Jovian bow shock. During the second ex-

tendedmagnetosheath
traversal (~ 54 Rj to
46 5 Rj) the electron temperatureswere gener-

aliy higher
thanthoseobserved
during
thefirst
ß
ß
magnetosheath
traversal(109RJ to 96 RQ)

and the magnetic field measurements(Smith et
al., 1974a) and assumingthermal equilibrium

These higher electron temperatures are in agreement with the measured higher magnitude of the
magnetic field and ion density during this traversal.

These

observations

are

consistent

between ions and electrons and a pressure
balance across the magnetopausewe inferred in

with

Wolfe et al.,(1974a) the existence of a high

the contraction of the Jovian magnetosphere due
to an increase in the solar wind dynamic pressure. In the outer Jovian magnetosphere the
electron componentof the thermal plasma was
measured. These plasma electrons were associated with a peak in the electron counts at
~ 4 eV and do not

seem to be associated

with

beta (8 ~ 1) plasma in the outer magnetosphere.
The inbound

electron

data

from

the

two ex-

tended magnetosheath traversals are also of
interest since they are in general agreement
with the description of the Jovian magnetosheath
obtained from the ion data (Wolfe et al'.,

the

periodic behavior observed for the energetic
electrons. The dayside magnetosphereis inflated

1974a,b). As in the case of the' earth's bow
shockthere is heating o• the solar wind elec-

with a high beta (8 ~ 1) plasmawhich in some

trons

respects is similar to that observed in the
earth's magnetotail. The plasma electron measurements are consistent with a thick Jovian magnetosphere.

higher electron temperatures observed during
the second magnetosheathtraversal are consistent with the general contraction of the Jovian
magnetosphere due to the increase in the external
solar wind dynamic pressure.

Introduction

across

the

Jovian

bow shock.

The even

Magnetosheath Observations
On March 3, 1972 Pioneer lO was successfully

launchedfrom earth on an interplanetary trajectory that was near the ecliptic plane, passing
throughthe asteroid belt and then out beyondthe

The AmesResearchCenter PlasmaAnalyzer experiment on Pioneer 10 consists of dual, 90o ,
quadrispherical electrostatic analyzers, multiple

orbit of Jupiter (at 5 a.u.). OnDecember
4,
1973Pioneer10 arrived at its radius of closest

chargedparticle detectorsandattendantelectronics (Wolfeet al., 1974a,b). This analyzer

approachto Jupiter at a distance of approximate-

ly 2.8 Rj (JovicentricJupiter radii).

The

systemis capable of determining the incident

plasmadistribution parameters
over the energy

Pioneer10 spacecraft and trajectory details have
beenreportedby Hall (1974).

range for ions from 100 - 18,000 eV and from
approximately1 - 500 eV for electrons. The plas-

that during the inboundportion of the Jovian

mically spacedenergysteps with Detector B (Wolfe
et al, 1974a,b). Dependingon the particular------

Previously
wereported(Wolfeet al., 1974a,b) maelectronsare measured
in fifteen logarith-

flyby the Jovian magnetosheathwas encountered
for

two extended

time

intervals:

from

2031

UT

operating mode of the instrument there is a 40 to
50 minute time interval between electron energy
spectra during which plasma ion measurementsare
being made. The Detector B quadrispherical electrostatic analyzer system has five plate collectors, each having an associated electrometer
amplifier.
The entrance aperture of the plasma

(GroundReceived Time) on November26, 1973 to
2038 UT on November27, 1973, corresponding to

radial distances from Jupiter of 109 R,1and

96 Rj, respectively;andthen from0318UTon

December 1, 1973 to 1415 UT on December 1, 1973,

corresponding to radial

of 54 Rj and 46.5 Rj.

distances from Jupiter

In Wolfeet al.,(1974b)

aQ•lyzerexperiment
fs locatedon the PioneerlO
s•Cecraft suchthat it viewsbacktowardthe
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earth (and sun) through a wide slit
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Figure 1. Electron spectrum taken in the Jovian
magnetosheath during the first extended traversal by Pioneer 10. The vertical axis indicates

the electron counts, the digitized output from
the plasma analyzer per energy channel for the
collector recording the peak (see text).
Electron fluxes are digitized to nine bit accuracy

Figure 2. Electron spectrum taken during the
second extended traversal of the Jovian magnetosheath.

omnidirectional flux since focusing due to spacecraft charge build-up can occur and give rise to
an unknownchanging increase in the field of
view. The purpose of the figures in this paper
is to indicate the change in the relative electron energy spectra.
The important feature in
the magnetosheathspectrum is the presence of the

(0- 511)
covering
(logari•h_•cally)
•hedynamic

from ap
ma y
ran•e
proxi
tel
to 10-•theamperes
cm- . The horizontal
axis1 indicates
energy
of the electrons

in volts.

The small

vertical

lines on the horizontal axis indicate the locaenhanced
high energytail of the spectrum
between
tions of the individual electron energychannels. ~ 50 eV and200 eV. The existenceof this high
of the spacecraft high gain antenna reflector.
The entrance aperture normals are oriented parallel to the spacecraft spin axis, thereby enabling the detector to make a complete angular
scan of the earthward hemisphere every half
revolution of the spacecraft.
The edges of the
antenna

reflector

limit

the

field

of

view

of

the

instrumentto _+730 with respect to the spacecraft spin axis.

Figure 1 showsan example of a plasma electron

energy tail in the magnetosheath electron spectrum indicates that there is heating of the solar
wind electrons

across

the

Jovian

bow shock.

It

should be noted that if one assumescharge neutrality
so that the electron numberdensity increases across the shock by the same factor as

the numberdensity of the ions (Wolfe et al.,
1974b) then if there had been no heating of the
electrons across the shock the signal would still

havebeenin the noise. This heating is similar

to that observed for the ions across the Jovian

spectrumobtained in the Jovian magnetosheath.

bowshock (Wolfe et al.,

Upstream of the Jovian bow shock, electrons were

has been observed for the case of the earth's

rarely observedabovethe instrumentnoise level.
Althoughthe plasmaflow conditions in the Jovian

shock. As Pioneer 10 proceededinboundthe plasma ion data indicated that the spacecraft crossed

magnetosheath
werequite variable, the magneto-

the Jovianmagnetopause
at 96 Rj (Wolfeet al.,

sheath spectrumshownin Figure 1 is considered
to be typical.
Note that in this and subsequent

1974b) and, of course,
bow

spectra the electron counts are the digitized output from the plasmaanalyzer per energy channel
for the collector recording the peak. For the

1974a,b) and entered the outer Jovian magneto
sphere. The plasmaelectron observations in the
outer magnetosphereare summarizedlater.
As previously reported (Wolfe et al., 1974a,b),
the AmesResearchCenter PlasmaAhalyzer ion ob-

electron measurementsthe electron fluxes are

servations indicated that on December1, 1973 the

digitized to nine bit accuracy(0 - 511) covering

Pioneer 10 spacecraft reentered the Jovianmagne-

(logarithmically)
ran•e
approxtosheath
ataradial
distance
of54Rj.forThe
imately
10-14to 1•h•
- dynamic
amperes
cm
-•. from
Theelectron
magnetosheath
ion flow
field persisted
approx"counts"are presented in each figure in this

imately eleven hours and was abruptly terminated

papersince a strict conversion
of countsto flux

at a radial distanceof 46.5 Rj. TheDecember
1

using the instrument calibration and physical
characteristics is not valid becauseof the changing unknown
effects (as a function of energyand
time) of the focusingof electrons dueto the

magnetosheath
plasmaion data and the magnetic
field data (Smith et al., 1974b) are consistent
with the secondmagnetosheath
traversal being
associatedwith a general contractionof the

In other words, it is not valid, for exampletQ

external solar wind dynamicpressure (Wolfe et

central collector andconvertthe countsto an

e-l-ectronspectrumobtainedduring this second

unknown
spacecraftpotential (as discussed
below). Jovianmagnetosphere
dueto an increasein the

take the 15o x 22.5o field of viewof the 2 cm
•

al., 1974b). Figure2 shows
a typical plasma
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inboundmagnetosheathtraversal.
The greatly
enhancedhigh energy tail in this spectrum indi-

cates that the electron temperatureswere significantly higher during the magnetosheath
traversal
on December
1, 1973 than during the earlier tra-

versal. This increase in electron temperature
duringthe December
1, 1973magnetosheath
traversal is qualitatively

consistent with what one

wouldexpectfor a contractionof the Jovianmag-

283

balance across it can be calculated. For the inbound case the thermal componentof the magnetospheric electrons was consistently observednear

4 eV and.associatedwith a temperatureof
~ 5 x 10' OK. Assuming
Te ~ Ti, the magnetic
field values reportedby $mith-et al. (1974a)
and the magnetosheath
ion parameters(wherethey
could be determined) reported by Wolfe et al.

(1974b)implythat the daysidemagnetosphere
has

netosphere
duetoanincrease
in thesolarwind a
plasma
betanearunitycorrespond3ing
to a numdynamicpressure as has been observedfor the
ber density of a few particles cm- . It is eaucase of the earth's bowshock(Spreiter and

tioned that the abovevalue of beta and the

crease in the external solar wind dynamic pressure
rather than a reorientation of a thin magnetodisk
due to only a directional change in the solar

accounted for.

Alksne, 1969). Moreover, the electron temperature increase and the simultaneouschangesin
the plasmaions and the magnetic field during the
secondmagnetosheathtraversal all imply the importance of compressionaleffects due to an in-

correspondingnumberdensity is considered to be
an upper limit since the possible magnetospheric
pressure contribution from the observednonthermal
plasmaelectrons and unobservableenergetic electrons between500 eV and ~ 50 keV have not been
Summary

wind. A quantitative analysis of the contraction
of the magnetospheremust await more detailed
knowledgeof the topology of the Jovian magnetosphere which is impossible to ascertain based on

It is important to discuss the validity of the
magnetosphericelectron observations obtained
during the Pioneer 10 Jupiter flyby. It is recog-

only one flyby.

nized that the measurementof low energy charged

particles (of a few eV) is exceedingly difficult
Magnetospheric Observations
At 2038 UT on November 27, 1973 Pioneer lO

crossed the Jovian magnetopauseat a radial dis-

and subject to error primarily due to spacecraft
potential effects.
This is particularly true for
the case of Jupiter's magnetospherewhere the
spacecraft is subjected to high intensities of

tanceof 96 R,1andenteredthe outerJovianmagne- energeticcharged
particles (Fillius andMcIlwain,

tosphere, wherethe electron component
of, a ther1974; Simpsonet al., 1974; Trainor et al.,
mal plasmawasmeasuredat an energyof a few eV.
1974a,b; VanAllen et al., 1974). In general, as
Figure 3 showsan exampleof an electron spectrum is the case at earth, spacecraft charge build-up
measuredin the outer magnetosphere. This specproducesan unknownperturbing effect on these low

trumwasobtainedat ~ 96 Rj on November
27, 1973

energyelectron measurements
whichis different

observed
throughout
the entire outer(•>15 Rj)

consistency
of the 4 eVelectronpeakarguesin

tospherewherethe background
dueto energetic

trons since if the spacecraftpotential were chang-

charged particles preclude their observation.
If one assumesthat the magnetopauseboundary
is a tangential discontinuity then the pressure

Note that at 5 a.u. the flux of photoelectrons is

after the first extendedmagnetosheath
traversal.
The peak evident here near 4 eV was consistently

Jovian magnetosphere.Wecannot concludethe
existence of a thermal plasmain the inner magne-

NOVEMBER 27, 1973,
Z

0
o

z

o

r'r" IO0-

•

favor of the dominanceof the spacecraft potential
by the ambient thermal plasmaand the photoelecing one would expect the 4 eV peak to be affected.
below the instrument

threshold.

In the inner

Jovian magnetosphere,however,where thermal electron measurements
are obscuredby high background,
the possibility of spacecraft charge build-up cannot be excluded. It is argued, nevertheless, that
large chargebuild-up probablydid not occur since
the effects to various spacecraft systems caused
by arcing were not observedwhenthe spacecraft
passedinto the Jovian shadow. This problemis
complicated but one can speculate that if there
had been a large charge build-up on the spacecraft
before it entered the shadowof the planet then in
the absenceof the photoelectrons in the shadow
arcing might have occurred if there were no thermal plasmapresent to neutralize the charge buildup. In the presenceof a thermal plasma, however,
the spacecraft is hit frequently by thermal plasma

2OO

ILl

for each spacecraft. At least in the outer portion of the Jovian magnetosphere,however, the

2150 UT
50-

particles (of both positive and negative charge)
and, therefore, the tendency for charge build-up
is reduced. Thus, this may imply the existence of
¸
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Figure 3. Electron spectrum taken in the outer
Jovian magnetosphere.

It is also tantalizing to speculate that the
origin of the thermal plasmaobserved in the outer Jovian magnetosphereis likely to be the inner
magnetosphereand perhaps the Jovian ionosphere.
The observations

of the electron

component of
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the thermal plasma and the inferred ion component
S.E. Lambert (USC) did muchof the computer
are consistent with this thermal plasma being the
programming. A numberof other USCstudents
primary controlling factor causing the inflation
N. Cheung,J. Cutter, W. Ho, R. Jourdan, M. Lim,
W. D. Miller,
W. Montier, and S. Winchester also
of Jupiter's outer magnetosphere. It is interesting to note that the Pioneer 10 observations

assisted with the data handling.

made in the daylight hemispherefor Jupiter's
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